A new algorithm utilizing deep learning segmentation is proposed for removing stranger in digital photos. The proposed algorithm consists of four main steps which are SIFT descriptor alignment, deep learning segmentation, bounding boxes detection and Poisson blending. VGG 16-layer convolution network is adapted and modified by replacing the final output layer with the exact shape of the input layer for output image with stranger segmented. Automatic stranger remover has considerable potential in removing stranger in photo and returns a seamless photo for users in a faster and effective way.
INTRODUCTION
Object removal from images or videos is one of the important tasks in photo editing. Manual processes are often employed in photo editing software. The success of the process hinges primarily on the expertise of the human experts performing the editing. From the foregoing, it is desirable that unwanted objects in images or videos can be automatically removed using a combination of processes. Many techniques and processes are involved for human objects removal in an image. Typical process involves multiple stages. Firstly, detection of the unwanted objects is required from the background of the images. Usually, background subtraction is used for object tracking. This is however challenging to apply when the image background is not static but dynamic.
Therefore, the system proposed in this work is to develop an automatic system that can remove stranger in images and then restore the removed part with multiple image inputs. The system proposed in this work is enhanced using deep learning for segmentation. A database is created and two types of input are inserted comprising the frame with the unwanted human object and another frame without the unwanted object. These two inputs are required so that the deep learning segmentation network can be performed.
The Automatic Stranger Remover proposed in this work typically involves four steps. The first step is the SWIFT descriptor Alignment, which is followed by the deep learning segmentation using the database created from the inputs. The subsequent step consists of the bounding boxes detection of the layer after segmentation. The last step is Poisson blending where the system blends the photo so it can replace the stranger masked with white colour. Finally, a seamless photo with the unwanted stranger removed will be output as the result. These steps are discussed in greater details after a review of related work in the subsequent sections.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Fully Convolutional Network for Semantic Segmentation
Long, Shelhamer and Darrell proposed fully convolutional networks (convnets) for semantic segmentation. The fully convolutional networks are very efficient in inference and learning for semantic segmentation [1] . A fully convolutional network is often trained from end to end or by considering pixels to pixels in the process of semantic segmentation. Besides, a fully convolutional network takes the input of arbitrary size and produces correspondingly similar sized output with efficient inference and learning.
Convolving the original filter with upsampled output does not produce the same result as shift and stitch but the original filter only realizes a reduced portion of the input. In order to reproduce the shift and stitch, rarefy the filter with the formula:
Decreasing the subsample within a net is a tradeoff where the filter detected finer information but take longer time to compute. The shift and stitch technique is another kind of tradeoff where the output is denser without decreasing the receptive fields.
The next step will be upsampling is backward strided convolution. Interpolation is another way to connect coarse output to dense pixel. Simple interpolation computes every output from the nearest four inputs in the linear map that depends on the relation position of the input and output. Upsampling with a factor is convolution with a fractional input stride of 1/f. Backward convolution with an output stride of f is a natural way to upsample. Besides, the deconvolution filer in the layer does not need to be fixed but it can be learned. Then for the patchwise training there is the loss sampling. The patchwise training and fully convolutional training can be made to produce any type of distribution but depends on the overlap and minibatch size.
A Computational Approach for Obstruction-Free Photography
An automatic system has been implemented to remove obstructions and reflections caused by real life photo taking situations [2] . This implementation can automatically removes effects caused by taking pictures behind fences or windows by requesting users to take a short sequence of image. A resulting image of the desired background scene will then be formed in the output, with the visual obstructions removed.
This approach is different from manual approaches. In manual implementations, occlusions were identified manually via requiring users to identify and mark regions that need to be removed. This is followed by automated algorithm split into two parts, namely; Initialization and Optimization. In initialization, the edge map for each frame was extracted using an "edge flow" algorithm. The motion of the detected edge pixels was then calculated. This is demonstrated in figures 1 & 2. The rationale behind this was that the obstruction layer is relatively closer to the camera than the actual image that was intended to be captured. These different motions were then used to separate the background from the occlusion or reflection components. 
Initialization

Optimization
In optimization, the flow fields are interpolated to create motion fields for both layers. These motion fields are then alternately updated together with background and obstruction components until convergence is achieved -that is, the background and the obstruction can be clearly separated as can be seen in figure 3 . This algorithm results in highly promising separation of both background elements from various kinds of challenging examples (figure 4).
Automatic stranger removal using panoramic inpainting
Kumara, Shih and Chang [3] proposed an automatic photography system on stranger removal using panoramic inpainting which is quite similar to our proposed system. They captured a short video which focus on the target of human object starting from centre clockwise trajectory. The system used the captured video to extract five set of frames to produce the panorama source image set. Their proposed system has three main phases which is object segmentation, dynamic background inpainting, and panorama creation. In the initial stage of object segmentation, strangers are recognized as the selected source frame set. It followed by identifying object location definition and lastly segments the objects. They also used face detection feature to add the face data into the face database in their system. (see figure 5 for face detection and object location definition).
Figure 5. Selected results of face detection (left) and object location definition (right).
Another flaw of the system is that automatic face detection can be defect if the human face is looking away from the camera or if the face is cloudy. However, the user is allowed to use a diagonal oblique line when the approximate region of the face area is drawn. The structure of the body information is drawn automatically by using the same face to body ratios or marked by the user manually.
The proposed solution for restoring structure in the repaired region is that the user can add the original background information within the boundary of human object. After the human panorama was created completely, the system detected the biggest human region and records the position information of that region in panorama. A dilation technique used in the algorithm is to obtain the enlargement of human object boundary and the information of model and enlargement boundary restored in the panorama. Finally, the image inpainting was carried out to recover any missing parts in panorama. Image stitching was used to create the background from next source image where the algorithm clusters all component points and determine the optimal homography matrix.
Multiple human object tracking using background subtraction and shadow removal techniques
Saravanakumar, Vadivel, and Ahmed developed an algorithm that can track multiple human object based on motion approximation at particular distance, background subtraction, shadow removal and occlusion detection [4] . The technique used is the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) algorithm for background modeling based on the frame differencing. This technique involved cutting an interested object in the frame, with the earlier background image where the foreground and background information have to be first identified. The objects presented in the frame were converted into black and white pixels for direct identification of the target object in the final output. Then, each foreground pixel is analysed to identify part of a shadow in the image. The shadow detection used Normalized Cross Covariance (NCC) to normalize the black and white image (see Figure 6 ). 
Object removal in panoramic media
MacQuerrie and Steed proposed methods on editing images to remove object in panoramic media [5] . They adapted existing semi-automatic object removal method to work for panoramic content in which it was intended to reduce the cost of 360 degree media. First, they start with a process called panorama stitching that used several cameras for capturing overlapping views to film for the cinematic artificial reality content. Secondly, techniques to project sphere onto a plane were employed since it is easy for the editing and storage of panorama broadcast. However, this will produce a distortion to the image. Hence, a straightforward projection referred to as the equi-rectangular projection was adopted. This was utilized to map the edges of longitude to vertical straight lines and edges of latitude to horizontal straight lines. Subsequently, the Graphcut Textures method was employed to composed two images of horizontal field-of-view (HFOV) together where the images is the source of cutting using min-cut or max-flow optimisation. They found out that using graph cuts technique can perfectly cover the both overlapping cut of images which is better than the straight cut technique as can be seen in figures 7 & 8. The following step is retargeting the media whereby the user needs to alter the width and the height of media. The method can be done by resizing the content equally using a scaling algorithm like bicubic interpolation in which to improve on minimizing the distortion to important content.
The last technique is inpainting. They used Adobe Photoshop's content-aware fill tool to recover the holes of images where the tool uses a patch-based hole filling approach. They also found that inpainting method cannot yield a perfect result due to the resultant image of the object removal is implausible. 
Region Filling and Object Removal by Exemplar-Based Image Inpainting
This object removal proposes a solution to remove large objects from digital images while filling the space of the removed object in a visually appealing way [6] . This research is based off two traditional methods of filling these gaps, namely Texture Synthesis and Inpainting.
Texture synthesis, is a proposed method whereby nearby two dimensional regions are repeated and filled repeatedly into empty regions with medium stochasticity. The algorithm is presented in figure 9 . Of the many techniques that fall under texture synthesis, exemplar -based techniques are the most effective, as they create new texture by sampling and copying colour intensity values from a source of pure textures. However effective as they may seem in nature, this technique has difficulty in real world scenery as they often contain more complex textures interacting together. Therefore, a solution is proposed to merge both the qualities of inpainting and texture synthesis to produce a single more efficient algorithm that can fill occlusions through structure guided patching. In the solution, the user first selects a target region to be filled and removed. The algorithm then computes patch priorities by employing a best filling strategy that prioritizes strong edges and high confidence pixels that will be assigned to the fill area. Once all the priorities are determined, the patch with the highest priority is found. The front is then filled from a source region. Once this patch has been filled, confidence values are updated. A pseudo-code of the algorithm is as shown in the frame above ( figure 9 ) and demonstrated in figure 10.
Poisson Blending for Photo Montage Creation
Sketch2Photo is an innovative way of creating photo montages based on a simple sketch that was fed in the system [7] . The resulting output was a materialized version of the given sketch, with the image elements obtained from a search on the internet. The individual elements are then stitched and optimized together using an algorithm as illustrated in figure 11 . This blending algorithm is split into two stages, namely optimization and finally the actual blending process whereby the image is blended through a combination of Poisson and Alpha Blending. In Optimization, the blending boundary is optimized through determining texture and colour consistency.
The blending technique then uses an improved Poisson Blending
Technique in the gradient domain and the output is blending again through alpha blending to cover up for the artefacts achieved through the improved Poisson blending.
The resulting system is able to generate a good collection of photo-realistic pictures. However, the system still suffers from failures such as incorrect perspective, incorrect occlusions and false relative scene item sizes. This is illustrated in figure 12.
Problem Statement
Moving human objects or unexpected appearance of unknown people in photos taken often spoil photographs. The appearance of strangers could cause a shift in the central focus of the photo or even obscure the scenery [3, 8] . The overall image quality is reduced and expectation on getting a desired photo in precious moment is ruined due to intervening of strangers during photo taking [8] . Existing photo editing program like Photoshop supports manual removal of unwanted objects, but the operation of the program requires certain degree of skill which takes time to be mastered [9] . Therefore, we proposed an automatic stranger remover that allows novice users to overcome these issues. Users only have to input several similar images together with the base photo containing stranger and run the system to obtain the final photo with the stranger removed. Stranger segmentation is performed by deep learning using fully convolutional due to its simplicity and superior learning and inference speed, while at the same time improves the state-of-the art of the algorithms [1, 10] .
METHODOLOGY
An automatic stranger removal in photo is capable of removing unwanted objects such as strangers that accidentally appeared in photo and return a desired photo with desired human characters that look natural and flawless.
Training Deep Learning Network
Masked Pedestrian Data Collection
Background Image Subtraction for generate image database. Since there is not Masked PEDESTRIAN DATABASE for training a deep learning segmentation specialize in segment only human object so called pedestrian, hence we will create our own database for the training purpose. In this work, we will need to collect ton of input X (image with human object) and target y (human object subtracted from background) for training the deep learning segmentation network. Besides, the data image need to have variability where location, illumination and human object need to be different in order to improve the preciseness and adaptability of the network to various environment,. Thus, the data will be collected at different location, angle, time, and segment the arbitrary pedestrian.
The step adopted to create the dataset is stated below:
1) Put camera in a place and capture the background image with no human object in it.
2) Capture the scene where pedestrian passes by, this will be input X for training the network.
3) Using OpenCV3 Background Substrate module to subtract the pedestrian from the background. The subtracted image will be target Y for training the network.
4)
Repeat the process 1-3 when shooting at new location. Repeat the process 2-3 when shooting at the same location.
Deep Learning segmentation network
In this work, we proposed to use VGG 16-layer convolution network but replacing the final output layer with the exact shape of the input layer. As noted in [1] on VGG-16 for classification thus the output is the total class of the classification, whereas in FaceNet, the output layer is replaced by the 128-dimension vector output. The final layer is malleable for the purpose of the network.
The most important component is the loss function that was utilized. Loss function is the path followed to teach the network. Considerable amount of time was expended at this stage for training the network to ensure that the error from the system is minimized since a low error is an indication that the output from the layer is considerably close to ground truth. The Network Architecture adopted is the VGG 16-layer net and was trained with SGD with momentum for optimization.
Loss Function
The system was trained using a per-pixel multinomial logistic loss and validated by utilizing the customary metric of using mean pixel intersection over union, where the mean taken over all classes, as well as background. In the training configuration, pixels that are masked out are ignored (as ambiguous or difficult) in the ground truth (target y).
Work Flow of the System
Before starting automatic stranger remover, user is required to take multiple photo within certain time interval where giving the chance for innocent stranger to pass by and the part of photo where stranger is not in it will be used for inpainting the base image.
System Requirement Analysis
Step 1: SIFT descriptor Alignment
During photo capturing, angle variation is unavoidable. Therefore, proper alignment is necessary for the image before merging. All the images are required to align to same coordinates to achieve flawless merging [11, 12] . The steps involved include 1. Detect key points (e.g., SIFT)
2. Match key points (most similar features, compared to 2nd most similar)
3. Align all the image to similar coordinates.
Step 2: Deep Learning Segmentation
Every object will need to pass through the trained deep learning segmentation network to get the masked image where the stranger (subject to be removed) will be masked in white colour.
Step 3: Bounding boxes Detection the layer after segmentation
While in this step every masked object will be detected by bounding box, so we can know the exact location or the pixel where stranger appear and this is useful for removing it in latter step. The pseudo code for forming bounding boxes is illustrated in figure 14 . 
Step 4: Poisson Blending
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a system which can automatically remove strangers from the background of images or photos. The proposed system uses deep learning segmentation to detect the stranger from background and then replace the removed part with images in the database. The proposed method is believed to be effective and shows better results in background restoration compare with the traditional inpainting method. For the future work, face recognition will be included to allow the system differentiate user from strangers and directly removed those strangers in photo.
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